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A ring R is called right mininjective if every isomorphism between simple right
ideals is given by left multiplication by an element of R. These rings are shown to
be Morita invariant. If R is commutative it is shown that R is mininjective if and
only if it has a squarefree socle, and that every image of R is mininjective if and
only if R has a distributive lattice of ideals. If R is a semiperfect, right mininjective
ring in which eR has nonzero right socle for each primitive idempotent e, it is
shown that R admits a Nakayama permutation of its basic idempotents, and that
its two socles are equal if every simple left ideal is an annihilator. This extends well
known results on pseudo- and quasi-Frobenius rings. Q 1997 Academic Press
A ring R is called quasi-Frobenius if it is left and right artinian and left
and right selfinjective; equivalently if R has the ACC on right and left
annihilators and is right or left selfinjective. Many other characterizations
of these rings have been given but one question remains open: The Faith
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conjecture asserts that every semiprimary right selfinjective ring is quasi-
Frobenius. In this paper we study this question by examining rings with a
very weak selfinjectivity hypothesis. Surprisingly, many of the basic proper-
ties of pseudo- and quasi-Frobenius rings can be deduced in this general-
ity. In particular, we give mild conditions which guarantee that the right
and left socles of the ring are equal. Several applications are given which
extend known sufficient conditions that a ring be quasi-Frobenius.
Throughout this paper all rings have unity and all modules are unitary.
 .The right and left annihilators of a subset X of a ring R are denoted r X
 .  .and l X , respectively, and we write J s J R for the Jacobson radical of
 .R. If M is a module we write Z M for the singular submodule of M, and
 .we write soc M for the socle of M. The right and left socles of R are
 .  .denoted S s soc R and S s soc R . If P is a property of rings, a ringr R l R
R which is both a left and right P-ring will be referred to simply as a
P-ring.
1. GENERALITIES
If R is a ring, a right module M is called mininjecti¨ e if, for eachR
simple right ideal K of R, every R-morphism g : K ª M extends to R;
equivalently if g s m ? is left multiplication by some element m of M.
Mininjective left modules are defined similarly. Clearly every injective
module is mininjective. Our interest is in the right mininjecti¨ e rings, that is,
the rings R for which R is mininjective. These rings were first introducedR
w x w x w xby Harada 15 , who studied the artinian case in 15 and 16 . We begin
with several characterizations.
LEMMA 1.1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a ring R:
 .1 R is right mininjecti¨ e.
 .  .2 If kR is simple, k g R, then lr k s Rk.
 .  .  .3 If kR is simple and r k : r a , k, a g R, then Ra : Rk.
 .  .4 If kR is simple and g : kR ª R is R-linear, then g k g Rk.
 .  .Proof. Given 1 , let 0 / a g lr k . Then g : kR ª R is well defined by
 .  .kr ¬ ar, so g s c ? , c g R, by 1 . Then a s ck, proving 2 . The routine
 .  .  .  .verification that 2 « 3 « 4 « 1 is omitted.
A ring R is called right principally injecti¨ e if each R-morphism aR ª R,
a g R, extends to R ª R . Clearly, every such ring and hence everyR R
.right selfinjective ring is right mininjective.
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If all minimal right ideals of a ring R are summands for example, if R
.has zero right socle then R is right mininjective. In particular, every
semiprime ring is right and left mininjective. However, the ring R s
F F  ., F a field, is right and left nonsingular and so both socles are
0 F
projective, but R is neither right nor left mininjective.
w xRemark 1.1. Every polynomial ring R x is mininjective because both
socles are zero.
w x  . nq1Indeed, if K s kR x is simple where deg k s n, then K s Kx so
w x nq1k g kR x x , a contradiction.
Remark 1.2. The ring Z of integers is a commutative, noetherian,
mininjective ring that is not artinian or principally injective.
Remark 1.3. If S is simple as a left ideal then R is right mininjective.r
 .  .  .  .In fact, if kR is simple and r k : r a , k, a g R, a / 0, then r k s r a
 .because r k is maximal, so Ra is simple too. Hence Ra s S s Rk byr
hypothesis, and Lemma 1.1 applies.
Remark 1.4. A commutative local ring R is mininjective if and only if
 .soc R is simple or zero.
 .For if soc R / 0, let K and M be simple ideals. Then K ( M because R
is local, so M s cK for c g R because R is mininjective. Hence M s K
 .and soc R is simple. The converse is by Remark 1.3. Hence a commuta-
tive artinian ring is quasi-Frobenius if and only if it is mininjective. We
generalize this to the noncommutative case under weaker chain condi-
.tions in Section 4.
Remark 1.5. A direct product  R of rings R is right mininjectiveig I i i
if and only if R is right mininjective for each i g I.i
w xRemark 1.6. Rutter 22, Example 1 has an example of a two-sided
artinian, right principally injective ring that is not left mininjective.
w xRemark 1.7. Camillo 6 has an example of a commutative, local,
semiprimary, mininjective ring with J 3 s 0 which is not artinian.
The next result is half of the proof that mininjectivity is a Morita
invariant.
PROPOSITION 1.2. If R is right mininjecti¨ e, so is eRe for all e2 s e g R
satisfying ReR s R.
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 .  .Proof. Write S s eRe and let r k : r a , where k, a g S and kS is aS S
simple right ideal of S. We claim first that kR is simple in R. For if
kr / 0, r g R, then krReR / 0, so there exists b g R such that 0 / krbe s
 .ke rbe g kS. Hence k g krbeS : krR, whence kR is simple. Thus it suf-
 .  . fices to show that r k : r a . Then a g Rk by Lemma 1.1 so a sR R
. nea g Sk, as required. So let kr s 0, r g R, and write 1 s  a eb ,is1 i i
 .  .  .where a , b g R. Then k era e s kr a e s 0 for each i so a era e s 0i i i i i
nby hypothesis. Hence ar s  ara eb s 0, as required.is1 i i
The proof that right mininjectivity is inherited by matrix rings requires
the following result.
LEMMA 1.3. Call a simple right ideal K of R ``nice'' if maps K ª R canR
be extended to R ª R. If dK / 0 is ``nice,'' d g R, then K is ``nice.''
 .Proof. The map s x s dx defines an isomorphism s : K ª dK. Given
g : K ª R we have g (sy1 : dK ª R so g (sy1 s c ? , c g R, by hypothe-R
 .sis, and it follows that g s cd ? .
 .PROPOSITION 1.4. A ring R is right mininjecti¨ e if and only if M R isn
 .  .right mininjecti¨ e for all some n G 1, where M R is the ring of all n = nn
matrices o¨er R.
 .Proof. If S s M R is right mininjective, so is R ( e Se by Proposi-n 11 11
 .tion 1.2, because Se S s S here e denotes the matrix unit . Conversely,11 i j
if R is right mininjective let kS be a simple right ideal of S. If row i of k is
nonzero then e k / 0, so, by Lemma 1.3, we may assume that k g e S.1 i 11
Again, if column j of k is nonzero then ke / 0 so kS s ke S. Thus wej1 j1
k 0may assume that k g e Se , so write k s in block form, k g R.11 11 0 0
 .Then kR is simple so Rk s lr k by Lemma 1.1. But then
r k r k ??? r k .  .  .
R R ??? R
r k s , . . . .S . . .. . .
R R ??? R
whence
lr k 0 ??? 0 . Rk 0 ??? 0
lr k 0 ??? 0 . Rk 0 ??? 0
. . .lr k s s s Sk , . . . .S . . .. . . . . .. . .
Rk 0 ??? 0lr k 0 ??? 0 .
as required.
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 .If M is the free right R-module of rank x and we view end M as theR
set of x = x column finite matrices over R, the proof of Proposition 1.4
goes through to give
COROLLARY 1.5. If R is right mininjecti¨ e, so also is the endomorphism
ring of any free right R-module.
w xWhile principal injectivity is not a Morita invariant 20, Theorem 4.2 ,
combining Propositions 1.2 and 1.4 gives
THEOREM 1.6. Right mininjecti¨ ity is a Morita in¨ariant.
The next theorem gives another characterization of right mininjectivity
based on the following ``relative'' version of the concept. If e is an
idempotent in R, a right R-module M is called eR-mininjecti¨ e if eachR
R-morphism g : K ª M, where K : eR is a simple right ideal, extends to
eR ª M, equivalently if g s m ? for some m g M. Clearly M is mininjec-
tive if and only if it is R-mininjective.
LEMMA 1.7. If 1 s e q ??? qe in R, where the e are orthogonal1 n i
idempotents, then a right module M is mininjecti¨ e if and only if M is
e R-mininjecti¨ e for each i.i
Proof. Let g : K ª M be R-linear, where K is a simple right ideal.R
 .Then e K / 0 for some i so s k s e k defines an isomorphism s : K ªi i
e K. If M is e R-mininjective we have g (sy1 s m ? for some m g M,i i
 .whence g s me ? and M is mininjective. The converse is clear.i
LEMMA 1.8. Assume that eR ( fR, where e and f are idempotents. If a
module M is eR-mininjecti¨ e then it is fR-mininjecti¨ e.R
Proof. Let e s ab and f s ba, where a g eRf and b g fRe. Given
 4g : X ª M, where X : fR is simple, write K s k g eR N bk g X . We
claim that K is a simple right ideal. For if 0 / k g K then bk / 0 because
 .k s a bk , so X s bkR. Thus, given k9 g K, we have bk9 s bkr, r g R, so
k9 s abk9 s abkr s kr g kR. This proves that K is simple.
 .  .Now define g : K ª M by g k s g bk . By hypothesis g s m ? for1 1 1
 .  .some m g M, so g bk s mk s m ab k, and it follows that g s
 .ma ? .
LEMMA 1.9. If e2 s e in R and M s [ M , then M is eR-R i Rig I
mininjecti¨ e if and only if each M is eR-mininjecti¨ e.i
Proof. Assume that each M is eR-mininjective. If g : K ª M is R-i
 . nlinear, where K s kR : eR is simple, let g K : [ M . If p : M ª Mt t tts1
is the projection for each t, then p (g s m ? for some m g M byt t t t
 . X X  .hypothesis. If g k s  m then m s p g k s m k and it followsig I i t t t
nthat g s m ? , where m s  m .ts1 t
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THEOREM 1.10. Let 1 s f q ??? qf in R, where the f are orthogonal1 n i
 4  4  4idempotents, and let e , . . . , e : f , . . . , f be such that e R, . . . , e R1 m 1 n 1 m
is a complete set of distinct representati¨ es of the f R. The following arei
equi¨ alent:
 .1 R is right mininjecti¨ e.
 .2 e R is e R-mininjecti¨ e whene¨er 1 F i, j F m.i j
 .3 eRe is a right mininjecti¨ e ring, where e s e q ??? qe .1 m
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 Given 1 , each e R is mininjective by Lemma 1.9 withi
e s 1, so Lemma 1.7 asserts that e R is f R-mininjective for each k. Thisi k
 .proves 2 .
 .  .  .2 « 1 Fix i, 1 F i F m. Then 2 and Lemma 1.8 show that e R isi
f R-mininjective for all k s 1, . . . , n, so e R is mininjective as a rightk i
R-module by Lemma 1.7. This holds for each i so f R is right mininjectivek
 .for each k mininjectivity is preserved by isomorphisms . Finally, this
n  .shows that R s [ f R is mininjective by Lemma 1.9, proving 1 .R kks1
 .  .1 m 3 We have ReR s R by the choice of the e , so R is Moritai
equivalent to eRe and Theorem 1.6 applies.
 w x.We now show that a version of the C - and C -conditions see 182 3
holds in a right mininjective ring.
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let R be a right mininjecti¨ e ring.
 . 2 2MC If K ( eR is simple, e s e, then K s gR for some g s g.2
 . 2 2MC If eR / fR are simple, e s e, f s f , then eR [ fR s gR for3
some g 2 s g.
 .Proof. MC If g : K ª eR is an isomorphism, let g s c ? , c g R.2
 . 2  .Then cK s eR ­ J R so K / 0 and MC follows.2
 .  .  .MC We have eR [ fR s eR [ 1 y e fR. If 1 y e fR s 0 we are3
 .  . 2  .done. Otherwise, 1 y e fR ( fR so 1 y e fR s hR, h s h, by MC .2
Hence eh s 0 so g s e q h y he is an idempotent such that eg s e s ge
and hg s h s gh. It follows that eR [ fR s gR.
Proposition 1.11 has a nice application to I-finite mininjective rings,
where a ring R is called I-finite if it contains no infinite orthogonal family
of idempotents.
THEOREM 1.12. Let R be I-finite and right mininjecti¨ e. Then R ( R =1
R , where R is semisimple and e¨ery simple right ideal of R is nilpotent.2 1 2
Proof. Let 1 s e q ??? qe , where the e are orthogonal primitive1 n i
idempotents with e R simple if 1 F i F m and not simple if i ) m.i
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Claim. e Re s 0 s e Re for all 1 F i F m - j F n.i j j i
Proof. If 0 / a g e Re then a ? : e R ª e R is epic since e R is sim-i j j i i
.  .ple and so is an isomorphism since e R is indecomposable , a contradic-j
tion as e R is not simple. Now let 0 / b g e Re . Then b ? : e R ª e R isj j i i j
 . 2monic since e R is simple and so bR s fR where f s f by Propositioni
 .1.11. Hence b ? is epic since e R is indecomposable , a contradiction asj
before. This proves the claim.
 .  .If e s e q ??? qe it follows that eR 1 y e s 0 s 1 y e Re. Hence e1 m
is a central idempotent and R s eR is semisimple. It remains to show1
 .that each simple right ideal K : 1 y e R is nilpotent. If not, K s fR,
2  .f s f. As K 1 y e / 0, let Ke / 0 where j ) m. Thus fRe / 0, sayj j
0 / c g fRe . Then c ? : e R ª fR is epic, a contradiction as before.j j
COROLLARY 1.13. Let R be right mininjecti¨ e and I-finite with 1 s
e q ??? qe , where the e are orthogonal, primiti¨ e idempotents. Either some1 n i
e R is simple or S2 s 0.i r
We conclude this section with a fundamental fact about right mininjec-
tive rings which will be used frequently below. If K and M are modules
 .with K simple, write soc M for the homogeneous component of MK
generated by K.
THEOREM 1.14. Let R be a right mininjecti¨ e ring, and let k, m g R.
 .1 If kR is a simple right ideal, then Rk is a simple left ideal.
 .  .2 If kR ( mR are simple, then Rk ( Rm; in fact Rk s Rm u for
some u g R.
 .  .3 If kR is simple, soc R s RkR is a simple ideal of R containedk R R
 .in soc R .R k R
 .4 S : S .r l
 .  .Proof. 1 If 0 / ak g Rk, define g : kR ª akR by g x s ax. Then g
y1 y1 .is an isomorphism so let g s c ? , c g R. Thus k s g ak s cak g
 .Rak, and 1 follows.
 .  .2 If s : kR ª mR is an isomorphism, write s k s s k s mu, u g
 .  .R. Clearly r k s r s k so, as s kR s mR is simple, Lemma 1.1 gives
 .  .Rk s R s k s Rm u.
 .  .  .3 Write S s soc R . Always R kR : S. Suppose s : kR ªk R R
 .  .M : R is an R-isomorphism. Then r k s r s k so Rk s Rs k by Lemma
 .  .1.1. Hence M s s k R : Rk R, so S : RkR. Thus S s RkR. Now let
0 / A : S, A an ideal of R. If M : A is a simple right ideal then
M ( kR. Hence if X is any right ideal isomorphic to kR, let g : M ª X be
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 .an R-isomorphism. Then g s c ? , c g R, so X s g M s cM : cA : A.
It follows that S : A, whence S s A and S is a simple ideal. Finally,
 .  .Rk R : soc R always holds.R k R
 .  .4 This follows from 1 .
 .If R is right mininjective, it follows from 3 of Theorem 1.14 that every
two-sided ideal of S is a direct sum of simple ideals. Moreover, if R isr
right and left mininjective and we write S s S s S , the set of leftr l
homogeneous components of S is the same as the set of right homoge-
neous components of S.
2. DUALITY CONSIDERATIONS
d  .If M is a right R-module, define the dual of M as M s hom M, R .R R R
This is a left R-module, where, if r g R and l g M d, the map rl g M d is
 . .  .defined by rl m s rl m for all m g M.
 .LEMMA 2.1. If M s mR is a principal module and T s r m , then
d  .  .M ( l T s lr m .
 .  .Proof. If b g l T the map l : M ª R is well defined by l mr s br.b b
d .Then b ¬ l is an isomorphism l T ª M of left R-modules.b
The next result gives an important characterization of right mininjective
rings in terms of duality. The equivalence of the first two conditions was
w xobserved by Bjork 4, Proposition 3.1 for artinian rings.È
PROPOSITION 2.2. The following are equi¨ alent for a ring R:
 .1 R is right mininjecti¨ e.
 . d2 M is simple or zero for all simple right R-modules M.
 .  .3 l T is simple or zero for all maximal right ideals T of R.
 .  . dProof. 1 « 2 Let g , d g M , where M is simple, and assume thatR
y1  .  .g / 0. We have d (g : g M ª R so, since g M is a simple right ideal
y1  . d  .of R, d (g s a ? by 1 , where a g R. Hence d s ag in M , proving 2 .
 .  .  .  .d2 « 3 If T is a maximal right ideal of R then l T ( RrT by
Lemma 2.1.
 .  .3 « 1 Let g : kR ª R be R-linear, where kR s K is a simple
 .right ideal, and let i: K ª R be the inclusion map. If T s r k , then
d  . d  . dK ( l T by Lemma 2.1, so K is simple by 3 . Thus g s ci in K for
 .some c g R, so g s c ? , proving 1 .
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 .In a quasi-Frobenius ring, the map T ¬ l T is an inclusion reversing
bijection between the right ideals T and the left ideals the inverse is
 ..L ¬ r L . The next theorem identifies a condition under which a weak-
ened form of this duality holds in a right mininjective ring.
A ring R is called right Kasch if every simple right module embeds in
 .R, equivalently if l T / 0 for every maximal right ideal T of R. If, in
 .addition, R is right mininjective, l T is a simple left ideal by Proposition
2.2. In fact we have
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a right mininjecti¨ e ring which is right Kasch, and
consider the map
u : T ¬ l T .
from the set of maximal right ideals T of R to the set of minimal left ideals of
R.
 .1 u is one-to-one.
 .  .2 u is a bijection if and only if lr K s K for all minimal left ideals K
y1  .of R. In this case u is gi¨ en by K ¬ r K .
 .  .Proof. 1 If T is a maximal right ideal, then l T / 0 by the Kasch
 .  .hypothesis, so l T is simple by Proposition 2.2. Since T : rl T / R, we
 .  .have T s rl T because T is maximal. Now 1 follows.
 .  .2 If u is onto and K is a minimal left ideal, let K s l T , T : R.
 .  .Then lr K s K follows. Conversely, assume that lr K s K for all mini-
mal left ideals K.
 .Claim. If K is a minimal left ideal then r K is maximal.
 .  .  .Proof. Let r K : T , where T is maximal. Then K s lr K = l T / 0
 .by the right Kasch hypothesis, so K s l T because K is simple. Thus
 .  .  .r K s rl T = T , whence r K s T , proving the claim.
 .By the claim we have a map w given by K ¬ r K , which we assert is
 .  .the inverse of u . Indeed, w (u carries T ¬ l T ¬ rl T s T by the
 .  .  .calculation in 1 , while u (w carries K ¬ r K ¬ lr K s K by hypothe-
 .sis. This completes the proof of 2 .
Motivated by Theorem 2.3, we call a ring R a left minannihilator ring if
 .every minimal left ideal K of R is an annihilator; equivalently, if lr K s
K. Clearly, every semiprime ring is a minannihilator ring. Also, every right
principally injective ring R is a left minannihilator ring because R is right
 . . principally injective if and only if lr a s Ra for all a g R . Recall that by
.  .Lemma 1.1 a ring R is right mininjective if and only if lr K s K for
every left ideal K s Rk for which kR is simple. Thus, for example, a
commutative ring is mininjective if and only if it is a minannihilator ring.
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The minannihilator condition and its relation to mininjectivity has been
w x w x w xstudied in artinian rings by Dieudonne 9 , Storrer 23 , and Bjork 4 . TheÂ È
following result and its corollaries identify the close connection between
right mininjective rings and left minannihilator rings see also Proposition
.3.5 . The following notion is germaine: Call a ring R a right minsymmetric
ring if kR is simple, k g R, implies that Rk is simple. These rings all have
the property that S : S . Every right mininjective ring is right minsymmet-r l
ric by Theorem 1.14, as is every commutative and every semiprime ring. As
noted above, a right mininjective ring R which is left minsymmetric Rk
.simple, k g R, implies kR simple is a left minannihilator ring by Lemma
1.1. The converse requires right symmetry.
PROPOSITION 2.4. The following are equi¨ alent for a left minannihilator
ring R:
 .1 R is right mininjecti¨ e.
 .2 R is right minsymmetric.
 .3 S : S .r l
 .  .  .  .Proof. We have 1 « 2 by Theorem 1.14; 2 « 3 always holds.
 .  .  .  .3 « 1 Given 3 , let kR be simple. Then k g S by 3 so letl
 .  .  .  .Rk = Rm, where Rm is simple. Thus r k : r m so r k s r m because
 .  .r k is maximal. Since R is a left minannihilator ring, Rk : lr Rk s
 .  .  .lr Rm s Rm. As Rm is simple, it follows that Rk s lr Rk s lr k ,
 .proving 1 .
 .  .The proof that 3 « 1 in Proposition 2.4 also yields
COROLLARY 2.5. If R is a left minannihilator ring in which S is essentiall
in R, then R is right mininjecti¨ e.R
COROLLARY 2.6. A ring R is mininjecti¨ e if and only if S s S and R is ar l
minannihilator ring
The following characterization of right minsymmetric rings has some
independent interest as the second condition, without the restriction that
wkR be simple, characterizes the right principally injective rings 20, Lemma
x1.1 .
PROPOSITION 2.7. The following are equi¨ alent for a ring R:
 .1 R is right minsymmetric.
 . w  .x  .2 If kR is a simple right ideal, then l kR l r a s l k q Ra for all
a g R.
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 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 Assume kR is simple and let a g R. If ak s 0 then
 .  .  .  .kR l r a s kR and l k q Ra s l k , and 2 follows. If ak / 0 then
 .   .  ..  .l k q Ra s R because l k is maximal by 1 and kR l r a s 0, and
 .again 2 follows.
 .  .  .  .2 « 1 If kR is simple, let a f l k . Then kR l r a s 0 so
 .  .  .  .l k q Ra s R by 2 . This shows that l k is maximal, proving 1 .
A submodule N of a module M is said to be essential in M written
ess .N : M if N l X / 0 for all submodules X / 0 of M.
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose S : S in a ring R.r l
 . ess  .  .1 If S : R , then J R : Z R .r R R
 .  .  .2 If R is also semiperfect, then J R s Z R .R
 .  .Proof. 1 Since S : S we have JS : JS s 0, so S : r J . Becauser l r l r
ess  . ess  .S : R , this gives r a : R for all a g J, that is, J : Z R .r R R R
 .  .  .2 We have Z R : J R in any semiperfect ring because anyR
 .  .one-sided ideal A ­ J R contains a nonzero idempotent.
Since right mininjective rings R have S : S by Theorem 1.14, ther l
following result is immediate.
THEOREM 2.9. Assume that a ring R is semiperfect and right mininjecti¨ e
ess  .  .and satisfies S : R . Then J R s Z R .r R R
A module is said to have squarefree socle if every nonzero homogeneous
component of its socle is simple. For a ring R, S is squarefree if and onlyr
 . if g k g kR for all R-linear maps g : kR ª R with kR simple. Note that
 . .insisting instead that g k g Rk characterizes right mininjectivity. If S isr
squarefree it is clear that every minimal right ideal is two-sided; the next
result provides a partial converse.
THEOREM 2.10. Assume that kR s Rk whene¨er kR is a simple right ideal
 .of the ring R for example, if left and right ideals are two-sided . Then R is
right mininjecti¨ e if and only if S is squarefree.r
Proof. Let kR be simple, k g R. If R is right mininjective it suffices by
Theorem 1.14 to show that RkR s kR. But this follows because kR is
 .two-sided. Conversely, let 0 / g : kR ª R be R-linear. Then g k R s kR
 .because S is squarefree, whence g k g kR : Rk and R is right mininjec-r
tive by Lemma 1.1.
COROLLARY 2.11. A commutati¨ e ring is mininjecti¨ e if and only if it has
squarefree socle.
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 .  .A module M is called distributi¨ e if A l B q C s A l B q
 .A l C holds for all submodules A, B, and C of M. These modules have
w xbeen studied by Camillo 5 and their relationship to mininjectivity is given
 .in the following theorem. Call a ring R right duo left duo if every right
 .left ideal of R is two-sided.
 .THEOREM 2.12. The following conditions and their left-right analogues
are equi¨ alent for a duo ring R:
 .1 RrA is right mininjecti¨ e for all ideals A of R.
 .2 R is distributi¨ e.R
 .Proof. Observe that RrA inherits the duo hypothesis. Hence, if 1
 .holds, then RrA has squarefree right socle by Theorem 2.10. ThusR r A
 .  . wRrA has squarefree socle, and 2 follows by a theorem of Camillo 5,R
x  .  .  .Theorem 1 . Conversely, 2 implies that RrA s RrA has square-R R r A
 .free socle by Camillo's theorem, so 1 follows from Theorem 2.10.
We conclude this section with some conditions which imply that S isr
right finite dimensional in a right mininjective ring R.
LEMMA 2.13. Let kR and mR denote minimal right ideals in a right
minsymmetric ring R. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 If kR [ mR is direct then Rk [ Rm is also direct.
 .2 If Rk s Rm then kR s mR.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 This holds in any ring because kR and mR are
simple.
 .  . 2 « 1 This holds because Rk and Rm are simple R is right
.minsymmetric .
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let R be a right mininjecti¨ e ring and assume that R
has n distinct maximal right ideals. If either of the following conditions holds
then the right Goldie dimension of S is at most n.r
 .1 R is a right Kasch, left minannihilator ring.
 .2 R satisfies the conditions in Lemma 2.13.
 .Proof. 1 Suppose K [ ??? [ K is a direct sum of simple right1 nq1
 .ideals. Then r K is a maximal right ideal for each i by Theorem 2.3, andi
 .  .  .  .r K s r K implies K s lr K s lr K s K , whence i s j.i j i i j j
 .2 Suppose k R [ ??? [ k R is a direct sum of simple right1 nq1
 .  .  .ideals. Each r k is a maximal right ideal, and r k s r k impliesi i j
Rk s Rk by right mininjectivity. Hence k R s k R by the condition ini j i j
Lemma 2.13, so i s j.
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The next result obtains the same conclusion but with a restriction on the
number of maximal left ideals.
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let R be a mininjecti¨ e ring. If R has n distinct
maximal left ideals, then the right Goldie dimension of S is at most n.r
Proof. We begin with a result of independent interest.
Claim. If kR and mR are minimal right ideals of R with kR l mR s 0,
 .  .then l k q l m s R.
Proof. By right mininjectivity, Rk and Rm are minimal left ideals, so
 .  .  .l k and l m are maximal left ideals. Hence we must show that l k /
 .  .  .l m . But l k s l m implies kR s mR by left mininjectivity, a contradic-
tion. This proves the claim.
Now let M , . . . , M be the maximal left ideals. Suppose k R [ ??? [1 n 1
 .k R is a direct sum of minimal right ideals. Then l k is maximal bynq1 1
 .  .  .Theorem 1.14, say l k s M after relabeling the M . Now l k / M1 1 i 2 1
 .  .by the claim so after relabeling let l k s M . We continue this process2 2
 .  .  .to get l k s M for 1 F i F n. But then l k s M s l k for somei i nq1 t t
t s 1, . . . , n, contrary to the claim.
3. SEMIPERFECT MININJECTIVE RINGS
A ring R is quasi-Frobenius if it is artinian and admits a ``Nakayama''
 4permutation of its basic set e , e , . . . , e of primitive idempotents, that is,1 2 n
 4  .a permutation s of 1, 2, . . . , n such that soc Re ( Re rJe andi s i s i
 .soc e R ( e Rre J for each i. It is well known that any ring with perfects i i i
 .duality that is, any pseudo-Frobenius ring admits such a permutation. If e
 .and f are primitive idempotents in a semiperfect ring R, then eR, Rf is
 .  .  .called an i-pair injective pair if soc eR ( fRrfJ and soc Rf ( RerJe.
These Nakayama permutations are useful in showing that right selfinjectiv-
w xity implies left selfinjectivity because of a result of Fuller 11 : If R is left
artinian and e is a local idempotent of R, then eR is injective if and only if
 .there exists a local idempotent f in R such that eR, Rf is an i-pair; in
this case Rf is also injective. This theorem was investigated by Baba and
w xOshiro 2 in the semiprimary case.
w x In 20 we showed that a more general class of rings the generalized
.pseudo-Frobenius rings admits Nakayama permutations. In this section
we are interested in the weakest conditions which will guarantee the
existence of such a permutation. More precisely we show that if R is a
 .semiperfect, right mininjective ring for which soc eR / 0 for every local
idempotent e of R, then R admits a Nakayama permutation.
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An idempotent e in a ring R is called local if the ring eRe is a local
ring; equivalently if eJ is the unique maximal right ideal in eR. It is well
known that a ring is semiperfect if and only if 1 can be written as a sum of
orthogonal, local idempotents.
LEMMA 3.1. Consider the following conditions on a ring R:
 .1 R is right mininjecti¨ e.
 .2 S e is simple or zero for each local idempotent e g R.r
 .  .  .  .Then 1 « 2 ; and 2 « 1 if e¨ery simple right ideal K satisfies Ke / 0
for some local idempotent e g R.
 .  . w x  .Proof. 1 « 2 It is well known 8, Lemma 58.4 that l J e (
 .d 2  .  .d  .eRreJ for any e s e g R. Hence S e : l J e ( eRreJ and 2r
follows from Proposition 2.2.
 .  . 22 « 1 If K is a simple right ideal and Ke / 0, where e s e is
 .local, let k s ke / 0, k g K. Then k g S e so Rk s S e by 2 . Nowr r
 .  .suppose 0 / g : K ª R is an R-morphism. Then g k R ( K so g k sR
 .  .g k e g S e s Rk. Hence 1 follows from Lemma 1.1.r
Since 1 is a sum of local idempotents in a semiperfect ring, this gives the
following important characterization of semiperfect right mininjective rings.
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a semiperfect ring. Then R is right mininjecti¨ e if
and only if S e is simple or zero for each local idempotent e g R.r
We now turn to the structure of an arbitrary semiperfect right mininjec-
tive ring R. The first result includes some important criteria that the two
socles be equal.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a semiperfect, right mininjecti¨ e ring.
 .1 S is semisimple and artinian as a left R-module.r
 .2 R is right Kasch if and only if S e / 0 for each local idempotentr
e g R.
 .  . 23 If 0 / k g soc eR , where e s e is local, then Rk is simple.
 .4 If R is right Kasch, the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a S s S .r l
 .  . 2b lr K s K for e¨ery simple left ideal K : Re with e s e g R
local.
 .  . 2c soc Re s S e for e¨ery local e s e g R.r
 .  . 2d soc Re is simple for e¨ery local e s e g R.
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Proof. Write 1 s n e , where the e are local idempotents in R.is1 i i
 . nThen 1 follows because S s  S e . If M is a simple module, letr is1 r i R
 .Me / 0 for a local idempotent e. Then M ( eRreJ. We have S s l Jr
d  .d  .because RrJ is semisimple, so M ( eRreJ ( l J e s S e. This provesr
 .  .dhalf of 2 ; the converse is true because S e ( eRreJ . Finally, 0 / k gr
 .  .  .  .soc eR : S : S implies that l k = J q R 1 y e . But J q R 1 y e isr l
 .maximal if e is local, and 3 follows.
 .  .a « b Let K : Re be a simple left ideal, where e is local. We
 .  .  .  .have KJ s 0 by a so r K = J q 1 y e R. As J q 1 y e R is maximal,
 .  .  .  .r K s J q 1 y e R, so K : lr K s l J l Re s S l Re s S e. Thusr r
 .K s lr K by Lemma 3.1.
 .  .  .b « c Note that S e is simple by 2 and Theorem 3.2. Letr
 .  .  .  .K : Re be simple. Then r K = 1 y e R so r K : J q 1 y e R be-
 .  .cause J q 1 y e R is the unique maximal right ideal containing 1 y e R.
 .But then b gives
K s lr K = l J q 1 y e R s l J l Re s S e / 0. .  .  . r
 .Since K is simple, K s S e and c follows.r
 .  .  .c « d This follows by 2 and Theorem 3.2.
 .  .  .  . 2d « a Given d we have soc Re s S e for each local e s e byr
 .2 . Let 1 s e q ??? qe , where the e are orthogonal local idempotents.1 n i
Then
n n
S s soc Re s S e : S . .[ [l i r i r
is1 is1
Hence S s S by Theorem 1.14.r l
The next result will be used repeatedly below.
LEMMA 3.4. Let e and f be local idempotents in a right mininjecti¨ e ring
R. If eR and fR contain isomorphic simple right ideals, then eR ( fR.
Proof. Let a : K ª fR be monic, where K : eR is a simple right ideal.
By hypothesis a s a ? for some a g R, and we may assume that a g fRe.
Hence a ? : eR ª fR is R-linear. We have S : S because R is rightr l
.  .mininjective so 0 / a K s aK : aS : aS . This shows that a f J, sor l
aeR s aR ­ fJ. Hence a ? is onto fR because f is local. But then a ? is
one-to-one because fR is projective and eR is indecomposable.
As the first application of Lemma 3.4 we can characterize the commuta-
tive, semiperfect, mininjective rings.
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PROPOSITION 3.5. The following are equi¨ alent for a commutati¨ e,
semiperfect ring R:
 .1 R is mininjecti¨ e.
 .  .2 soc Re is simple or zero for all local idempotents e.
 .3 R is a finite product of local rings whose socles are simple or zero.
 .  .4 soc R is squarefree.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 If soc Re / 0 let K ( M, where K, M : Re are
simple. Then M s cK for c g R by mininjectivity, so M s K. This proves
 .2 .
 .  .2 « 3 This follows because 1 s e q ??? qe in R, where the e1 m i
are orthogonal, local idempotents.
 .  .  . m  .3 « 4 We have soc R s [ soc Re , where the e are asi iis1
 .  .above, and soc Re ` soc Re when i / j by Lemma 3.4.i j
 .  .4 « 1 This follows from Corollary 2.11.
Recall that a ring R is called basic if 1 s e q ??? qe , where the e are1 n i
orthogonal local idempotents and Re ( Re implies i s j. In this case wei j
have:
THEOREM 3.6. Let R be a basic, semiperfect, right mininjecti¨ e ring.
Then:
 .1 Let 1 s e q ??? qe , where the e are orthogonal local idempo-1 n i
 .tents. If K is any simple right ideal of R then K : e R for some uniquei
i s 1, . . . , n.
 .  .2 soc eR is either 0 or a homogeneous component of S for all localr
e2 s e g R.
 .Proof. 1 If K s kR is simple, we have k s e k q ??? qe k. If e k /1 n i
0 / e k for i / j, then e kR ( kR ( e kR, whence e R ( e R by Lemmaj i j i j
 .3.4, a contradiction. Hence k s e k for some i, and 1 follows.i
 .  .2 We may assume that e s e , where e , . . . , e are as in 1 . If1 1 n
 .soc eR / 0, let K : eR be simple. If K 9 ( K, K 9 : R then K 9 : e R fori
 .some i. Hence i s 1 by Lemma 3.4, and 2 follows.
We can now prove our main theorem, which obtains many properties of
pseudo-Frobenius rings, but with much weaker hypotheses. For conve-
nience, call a ring R right minfull if it is semiperfect, right mininjective and
 .soc eR / 0 for each local idempotent e g R.
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THEOREM 3.7. Let R be a right minfull ring. Then:
 .1 R is right and left Kasch.
 .  . 22 soc eR is homogeneous for each local e s e g R.
 . 23 S e is a simple left ideal for each local e s e g R.r
 .4 The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a S s S .r l
 .  . 2b lr K s K for e¨ery simple left ideal K : Re, where e s e g R
is local.
 .  . 2c soc Re s S e for all local e s e g R.r
 .  . 2d soc Re is simple for all local e s e g R.
Furthermore, if e , . . . , e are basic, orthogonal, local idempotents, there exist1 n
 .  4elements k , . . . , k in R and a Nakayama permutation s of 1, . . . , n such1 n
that the following hold for each i s 1, . . . , n:
 .5 k R : e R and Rk : Re .i i i s i
 .6 k R ( e Rre J and Rk ( Re rJe .i s i s i i i i
 .7 Rk s S e .i r s i
 .  4  48 k R, . . . , k R and Rk , . . . , Rk are complete sets of distinct1 n 1 n
representati¨ es of the simple right and left R-modules, respecti¨ ely.
 .  .Proof. We begin with 5 ] 8 . For each i s 1, . . . , n choose a simple
right ideal K : e R. As R is semiperfect, K ( e Rre J for somei i i s i s i
 4  4s i g 1, . . . , n . This map s is a permutation of 1, . . . , n because s i s s j
 . implies that K ( K , whence e R ( e R by Lemma 3.4 and i s j be-i j i j
.cause the e are basic . If g : e Rre J ª K is an isomorphism, writei s i s i i
 .   ..k s g e q e J . Then k R s K so k g e Re proving 5 andi s i s i i i i i s i
k R ( e Rre J. Because k g S : S , we obtaini s i s i i r l
l k = J q R 1 y e s Je [ R 1 y e . .  .  .i i i i
  ..  .But Rr Je [ R 1 y e ( Re rJe is simple, so it follows that l k si i i i i
 .  .Je [ R 1 y e and hence that Rk ( Re rJe . This proves 6 . Now ob-i i i i i
 .serve that k s k e g S e . Hence 7 follows because S e is simplei i s i r s i r s i
 .by Theorem 3.2 .
Since R is semiperfect it has exactly n isomorphism classes of simple
 .  .  .  .  .right or left modules, so 6 implies both 8 and 1 . To prove 2 , let
 .K : e R be simple. Then K ( k R for some j by 6 , so j s i by Lemmai j
 .  .3.4. Hence soc e R is homogeneous. Now 2 follows because each locali
idempotent e can be included in a basic set of local idempotents. Similarly,
 .  .3 follows from 7 .
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 .  .  .  .  .It remains to prove 4 : We have a « b « c « a by Proposition
 .  .  .3.3, and c m d because S e is simple by 3 .r
COROLLARY 3.8. If R is a right minfull, left minannihilator ring then
S s S is finite dimensional as a left R-module.l r
COROLLARY 3.9. A right minfull ring is left minfull if and only if it is left
mininjecti¨ e.
COROLLARY 3.10. Let R be a minfull ring. Then:
 .1 S s S s S.r l
 .  .  .2 soc eR s eS and soc Re s Se are simple for all local idempotents
e.
 .3 S is right and left finite dimensional.
 .4 R is a Kasch ring.
 .5 R is a minannihilator ring.
 .6 If e , . . . , e is a basic set of local idempotents, there exist elements1 n
 4k , . . . , k in R, and a permutation s of 1, . . . , n such that the following1 n
hold for all i s 1, . . . , n:
 .  .  .a Rk s soc Re ( Re rJe and k R s soc e R ( e Rre J.i s i i i i i s i s i
 .  4  4b k R, . . . , k R and Rk , . . . , Rk are sets of distinct represen-1 n 1 n
tati¨ es of the simple right and left R-modules, respecti¨ ely.
 .Proof. Since R is right and left mininjective, 5 follows by Corollary
2.6.
COROLLARY 3.11. If R is a semiperfect, right mininjecti¨ e ring, the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 R is right minfull.
 .  .2 R is right Kasch and soc eR is homogeneous for each local
e2 s e g R.
 .  .  .Proof. Condition 1 implies 2 by Theorem 3.7. Assume 2 . If K is a
simple right ideal of R, then eK / 0 for some local e2 s e g R so
 .K ( eK : eR. Thus, if e , . . . , e are basic idempotents, it follows Kasch1 n
 .that every simple right R-module embeds in e R for some i. If soc e R s 0i k
for some k, then some e R with i / k contains two nonisomorphic simplei
 .  .right ideals, contrary to 2 . This proves 1 .
Hence Theorem 3.6 shows that a basic, semiperfect, right mininjective ring
is right minfull if it is right Kasch.
In particular, if R is any basic, semiperfect, right minfull ring, we can
 .  .  .improve upon 2 and 4 of Theorem 3.7, and obtain an improved left
 .version of Theorem 3.6 1 .
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PROPOSITION 3.12. Let R be a basic right minfull ring and let 1 s
e q ??? qe , where the e are orthogonal local idempotents.1 n i
 .1 If k , . . . , k in R are chosen as in Theorem 3.7, we ha¨e1 n
soc e R s soc R s Rk R .  .i k R R ii
is a simple ideal.
 .2 S s S if and only if R is a left minannihilator ring; and in this caser l
 .the only simple left ideals of R are the S e s soc Re for i s 1, . . . , n.r i i
 .Proof. 1 Since e R ` e R when i / j, this follows from Theoremsi j
1.14 and 3.6 because each simple right ideal is contained in e R for somei
i s 1, . . . , n.
 .2 Assume that S s S . If K is a simple left ideal, then Ke / 0 forr l i
some i so, as Ke : S e s S e , we have Ke s S e by Lemma 3.1. Ifi l i r i i r i
Ke / 0 for j / i, then S e s Ke ( Ke s S e , contrary to Theorem 3.7.j r j j i r i
 .  .It follows that K s Ke s S e . Hence r K = J q 1 y e R, and soi r i i
lr K : l J l Re s S l Re s S e s K . .  . i r i r i
 .Thus lr K s K, so we have proved that S s S implies that R is a leftr l
minannihilator ring. As the converse holds by Proposition 3.3, this proves
 .2 .
 .Turning to left and right minfull rings, we obtain the following
theorem.
THEOREM 3.13. The following are equi¨ alent for a ring R:
 .1 R is minfull
 .2 R is semiperfect and the dual of e¨ery simple R-module is simple.
 .3 R is semiperfect and S e and eS are both simple for all localr l
e2 s e g R.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 This follows by Corollary 3.10 because, if M isR
2 d  .dsimple and Me / 0 where e s e is local, then M ( eRreJ (
 .  .l J e s S e s soc Re is simple.r
 .  .  .2 « 1 Given 2 , R is mininjective by Proposition 2.2, whence
2  .  .dS s S . If e s e is local, this gives soc Re s S e s S e ( eRreJ / 0,r l l r
and R is left minfull. Similarly, R is right minfull.
 .  .  .d  .d2 m 3 This follows because S e ( eRreJ and eS ( RerJer l
2for all local e s e.
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Theorem 3.13 is similar in spirit to a well known result about pseudo-
 .Frobenius rings. Here a ring R is called right pseudo-Frobenius PF-ring
if every faithful right module is a generator, equivalently if R is a
w xsemiperfect, right selfinjective ring with essential right socle 21 . Theo-
rem 3.7 highlights the following class of rings: Call a ring R right min-PF
if R is a semiperfect, right mininjective ring in which S :ess R andr R
 . 2lr K s K for every simple left ideal K : Re, where e s e is local. Note
that it is well known that right PF-rings are right and left min-PF.
THEOREM 3.14. If R is a right min-PF ring, then:
 .1 R is right and left Kasch.
 .  .2 J s Z R .R
 .3 S s S s S is left finite dimensional.r l
 .4 If e , . . . , e is a basic set of local idempotents, there exist elements1 n
 4k , . . . , k in R, and a permutation s of 1, . . . , n such that the following1 n
hold for all i s 1, . . . , n:
 .a k R : e R and Rk : Re .i i i s i
 .b k R ( e Rre J and Rk ( Re rJe .i s i s i i i i
 .  4  4c k R, . . . , k R and Rk , . . . , Rk are complete sets of distinct1 n 1 n
representati¨ es of the simple right and left R-modules, respecti¨ ely.
 .  .d soc Re s Rk s Se ( Re rJe is simple for each i.s i i s i i i
 .  .e soc e R / 0 is homogeneous with each simple submodule iso-i
morphic to e Rre J.s i s i
 .  .  .  .Proof. Condition 1 and a through d of 4 all follow from Theorem
 .  .  .3.7, 2 is by Theorem 2.9, and 3 is by Corollary 3.8. To prove e , let
 .K : e R be simple. Then K ( k R : e R for some j by c , so j s i byi j j
 .Lemma 3.4. This proves e .
COROLLARY 3.15. Suppose R is a semiperfect, left minannihilator ring in
ess ess which S : R and S : R for example, if R is a semiprimary, leftr R l R
.minannihilator ring . Then:
 .1 R is a right min-PF ring which is left finite dimensional.
 .2 If k g R, Rk is simple if and only if kR is simple.
 .  .  .  .3 J R s Z R s Z R .R R
 .Proof. 1 By Corollary 2.5, R is right mininjective. Hence R is right
min-PF; it is left finite dimensional by Theorem 3.14 because this holds
for S .l
 .2 If kR is simple then Rk is simple by Theorem 1.14. If Rk is
 .  .simple, let r k : T where T is a maximal right ideal. Then Rk s lr k =
 .  .  .  .l T / 0 by right Kasch. Hence Rk s l T , so T : rl T s r k . As T is
 .maximal, T s r k , whence kR is simple.
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 .  .  .3 We have J s Z R by Theorem 2.9, and Z R : J because RR R
ess  .is semiperfect. But S s S : R, and it follows that J : Z R .r l R R
THEOREM 3.16. Suppose R is a right min-PF ring. If P and Q are
projecti¨ e left R-modules with soc P ( soc Q, then P ( Q.
 4Proof. Let e , . . . , e be a basic set of orthogonal idempotents. If P1 n
and Q are indecomposable then P ( Re , Q ( Re where soc Re (i j i
 4soc Re . By Theorem 3.14, there exists a permutation t of 1, 2, . . . , n suchj
 .  .that soc Re ( Re rJe and soc Re ( Re rJe . Hence i s j, and P (i t i t i j t j t j
Q.
In general, P ( [ Re and Q ( [ Re . Since soc P ( soc Q wei jig I jg J
 .  .  .have [ soc Re ( [ soc Re . Since each soc Re is simple, iti j iig I jg J
follows from the Krull]Schmidt]Azumaya theorem that there is a bijec-
 .  .tion u : I ª J such that soc Re ( soc Re for each i g I. It follows fromi u i
the indecomposable case that P ( Q.
We conclude with some results on Morita invariance, and the following
 .results of interest in their own right will be needed. Recall that a ring R
is called semilocal if RrJ is semisimple artinian.
LEMMA 3.17. If R is a ring, each of the following is a Morita in¨ariant
property.
 . ess1 S : R .r R
 .2 R is semilocal and S : S .r l
 .  .  .Proof. Write R s M R , where n G 1. Then M S : soc R be-n n r R
cause kR being simple, k g R, implies ke R is simple for every matrixi j
 .  .unit e . Moreover, M S s soc R when R is semilocal because S si j n r R r
 .  .l J in that case. It follows that property 2 passes from R to R; the same
 .is true of property 1 because every right ideal of R consists of all
matrices whose columns come from some submodule T : Rn.
Now let Q s eRe, where e2 s e g R satisfies ReR s R. If kQ is simple,
k g Q, then kR is simple as in the proof of Proposition 1.2. It follows that
 .  .soc Q : eS e; the other inclusion is proved similarly. Thus soc Q sQ r Q
 .  . eS e and properties 1 and 2 pass from R to Q the semilocal hypothesisr
.is not needed .
THEOREM 3.18. Each of the following classes of rings is Morita in¨ariant.
 .1 The right minfull rings.
 .  .2 The right minfull rings R in which soc Re is simple for each local
e2 s e g R.
 .3 The right min-PF rings.
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 .Proof. 1 A semiperfect right mininjective ring R is right minfull if
and only if, for any projective module P / 0, there exists an exactR
 .sequence 0 ª S ª P, where S / 0 is semisimple. Thus 1 follows fromR
Theorem 1.6.
 .  .2 By Theorem 3.7 4 , a right minfull ring R satisfies the condition
 .  .  .in 2 if and only if S s S . Thus 2 follows from 1 and Lemma 3.17.r l
 .  . 23 Let Q denote either M R , where n G 1, or eRe, where e sn
 .e g R and ReR s R. If R is a right min-PF ring then 1 , Theorem 3.7,
 .and Lemma 3.17 show that Q is a right minfull ring in which soc Q sQ
ess .soc Q : Q . Hence Q is right min-PF, again by Theorem 3.7.Q Q
4. APPLICATIONS
D-Rings
 .  .A ring R is called a D-ring if rl I s I and lr L s L for every right
ideal I and left ideal L of R. Every D-ring is semiperfect, and D-rings
 .with ACC on left or right annihilators are easily seen to be quasi-
Frobenius. These D-rings have been investigated by several authors see
w x .Hajarnavis and Norton 13 for information but no characterization is
available in the literature. The following result provides a characterization.
w xHarada 15 calls a ring R right simple-injecti¨ e if every R-morphism
with simple image from a right ideal of R to R is given by left multiplica-
tion by an element of R. Such rings are clearly right mininjective.
THEOREM 4.1. A ring R is a D-ring if and only if R is a semiperfect,
 .simple-injecti¨ e ring with soc eR / 0 for e¨ery local idempotent e of R.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 depends on the following results, which are of
independent interest.
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a right Kasch, right simple-injecti¨ e ring. Then
 .  .1 rl I s I for e¨ery right ideal I of R.
 .2 S s S .r l
 .Proof. If I is a right ideal of R, and b g rl I , b f I, let MrI be
 .a maximal submodule of bR q I rI. Since R is right Kasch, let
 .  .d : bR [ I rM ª R be an embedding. If g : bR q I ª R is defined byR
 .  .  .g x s d x q M , then g s c ? , c g R, so cI s g I s 0. This gives cb s
 .  .0 because b g rl I . But cb s d b q M / 0, and we have proved that
 .  .rl I : I. Hence rl I s I.
 .In particular rl a s aR for all a g R, so R is left principally injective,
and hence left mininjective. As R is also right mininjective, S s S byr l
Theorem 1.14.
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume that R is a semiperfect, right simple-injecti¨ e
 .ring in which soc eR / 0 for e¨ery local idempotent e of R. Then:
 .  .1 rl I s I for e¨ery right ideal I of R.
 .2 S s S s S is essential in R and in R.r l R R
 .  .  .3 soc eR s eS and soc Re s Se are simple for e¨ery local idempo-
tent e g R.
 .  44 If e , . . . , e are basic local idempotents then e S, . . . , e S and1 n 1 n
 4Se , . . . , Se are systems of distinct representati¨ es of the simple right and left1 n
R-modules, respecti¨ ely.
 .5 R is right and left finite dimensional.
 .  .  .  .6 Z R s Z R s J R .R R
Proof. As R is right minfull, it is a right Kasch ring by Theorem 3.7.
 .  .Hence Lemma 4.2 gives 1 and the fact that S s S . Thus soc Re s Se isr l
simple for each local idempotent e, again by Theorem 3.7. Since R is left
 .principally injective by 1 , this shows that R is left minfull. So Theorem
 .3.7 implies that soc eR s eS is simple for each local idempotent e,
 .  .  .  .proving 3 . Now 4 follows from 7 and 8 of Theorem 3.7.
ess  .We now show that S : R . Choose e , . . . , e as in 4 and letr R 1 n
 .  .  .0 / t g e R. Then R 1 y e : l t so, as J q R 1 y e is the uniquei i i
 .  .  .maximal left ideal of R containing R 1 y e , we have l t : J q R 1 y e .i i
 .  .Thus rl t = r J l e R s e S, so tR = e S because R is left principallyi i i
 . essinjective. As t / 0 was arbitrary in e R, this shows that soc e R : e R.i i i
It follows that S s S :ess R .r R
Finally, let 0 / b g R, and let a : bR ª R have simple image. ThenR
 .  .a s a ? for some a g R so ab s a b / 0 while abJ : a bR J s 0. Thus
 . ess0 / ab g Rb l l J s Rb l S. This shows that S : R and so provesR
 .  .  .  .  .2 . But then 5 follows from 2 and 3 , and 6 follows from Theorem
2.9.
wProof of Theorem 4.1. The necessity of the condition follows from 13,
xLemma 3.2, Theorem 3.9, Proposition 5.2 . Conversely, since R is right
 .simple-injective, Proposition 4.3 implies that soc Re / 0 for all local
 .idempotents e. Hence R is a D-ring by the right and left versions of
Lemma 4.2.
Annihilator Chain Conditions
We begin with a useful condition that a ring is semiprimary.
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose R is a semiperfect, right mininjecti¨ e ring with
S :ess R . If either R or RrS has ACC on right annihilators, then R isr R r
semiprimary.
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 .  .  .Proof. We have J R s Z R by Theorem 2.9. Thus J R is nilpotentR
if R has ACC on right annihilators. Now suppose R s RrS has ACC onr
w xright annihilators. A straightforward application of Lemma 2.1 of 20
 .  .  .shows that J R is right T-nilpotent. Thus J R is nilpotent, whence J R
is nilpotent.
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R be a right min-PF ring with ACC on right
annihilators. Then R is left artinian.
Proof. Such a ring R is semiprimary by Lemma 4.4, so S s S is leftr l
wfinite dimensional by Theorem 3.14. Thus R is left artinian by 7, Lemma
x6 .
The following characterization of quasi-Frobenus rings will be used
w xrepeatedly. For a proof see 17, p. 342 .
LEMMA 4.6. An artinian ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if S s Sr l
 .  .and both soc Re and soc eR are simple for e¨ery primiti¨ e idempotent
e g R.
PROPOSITION 4.7. Suppose that R is a min-PF ring. If either R has ACC
 .on right annihilators or Rrsoc R is right Goldie, then R is quasi-Frobenius.
  ..Proof. By Theorem 3.13, S s S which we write as soc R and bothr l
 .  . 2soc Re and soc eR are simple for every primitive e s e g R. Hence it
suffices by Lemma 4.6 to prove that R is artinian. If R has the ACC on
right annihilators then R is left artinian by Proposition 4.5. Since this
implies the ACC on left annihilators, R is also right artinian by symmetry.
 .Now assume that Rrsoc R is right Goldie. Then R is semiprimary by
 .  .Lemma 4.4, whence soc R s soc R . But R is right and left finite2 R 2 R
 . w xdimensional by Theorem 3.14 so R is artinian by 1, Theorem 2.2 , as
required.
COROLLARY 4.8. A right artinian ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if
R is mininjecti¨ e.
Proof. If R is mininjective it is a minannihilator ring by Corollary 2.6,
 .and so is a min-PF ring by 1 of Corollary 3.15. Hence R is quasi-Frobenius
by Proposition 4.7.
PROPOSITION 4.9. Suppose that RrA is a min-PF ring for e¨ery ideal A of
R. Then R is an artinian principal ideal ring.
 .Proof. By Theorem 3.14, soc RrA is finitely generated and essential
in RrA as a left and right module for each ideal A. Hence RrA is
w xartinian by 3, Proposition 5 , and so is quasi-Frobenius. Thus, R is an
w xartinian principal ideal ring by 10, p. 238 .
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The next result is required below and has independent interest.
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose R is semiprimary and J 2 s 0. Then R has ACC
and DCC on left and right annihilators.
Proof. Every ascending chain of left annihilators in R has the form
 .  .l X : l X : ??? , where each X is a right ideal and X = X = ??? .1 2 i 1 2
As J 2 s 0, we have
J : l X l J : l X l J : ??? and X q J = X q J = ??? = J .  .1 2 1 2
so, since RrJ is left noetherian and right artinian, there exists n G 1 such
that
l X l J s l X l J s ??? and X q J s X q J s ??? . .  .n nq1 n nq1
Now let k G n. Since X : X and X : X q J, the modular law givesk n n k
 .  .X s X l X q J s X q X l J . Thus,n n k k n
l X s l X l l X l J s l X l l X l J .  .  .  .  .n k n k k
s l X q X l J s l X , .  .k k k
proving the lemma.
 .2THEOREM 4.11. If R is a semiprimary mininjecti¨ e ring with J R s 0,
then R is quasi-Frobenius.
Proof. By Corollary 3.10, R is a minannihilator ring, so R is a min-PF
ring. Hence R is quasi-Frobenius by Lemma 4.10 and Proposition 4.7.
F FIf F is a field, the ring R s is a right and left artinian ring with
0 F
 .2J R s 0, but R is neither right nor left mininjective. Moreover, Camillo's
 .example see Remark 1.7 is a commutative semiprimary, local, mininjec-
 .3tive ring with J R s 0 which is not quasi-Frobenius.
Min-CS Rings
 .  .A module M is called a min CS-module if every simple submodule of
w x  .M is essential in a summand of M. Harada 14 calls min CS-modules
 .  .simple extending modules. A ring R is called a right min CS-ring if RR
 .  .is a min CS-module. A module M is called min continuous if M is a
 .  .min CS-module and every minimal submodule of M that is isomorphic
to a direct summand of M is itself a summand of M. For a full account of
w xCS- and continuous modules, see Mohamed and Muller 18 . ContinuityÈ
w xwas first introduced by Utumi 24 , who studied its relation to injectivity.
He showed that an artinian, continuous ring is quasi-Frobenius. This result
has been extended to rings with restricted chain conditions; see, for
w xexample, Ara and Park 1 .
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F FIf F is a field, the ring R s is left and right min-CS but is
0 F
neither left nor right mininjective because S ­ S and S ­ S . Our firstr l l r
result characterizes the right mininjective rings among the left min-CS
rings.
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let R be a left min-CS ring. The following are
equi¨ alent:
 .1 R is right mininjecti¨ e.
 .  .2 kR simple, k g R, implies Rk simple R is right minsymmetric .
In particular, a commutati¨ e min-CS ring is mininjecti¨ e.
 .  .Proof. Always 1 implies 2 . Conversely, if kR is simple, we must show
 .  . ess 2that lr k s Rk. Since Rk is simple by 2 , let Rk : Re, e s e, by
 .  . ess  .min-CS. Then Rk : lr k : lr Re s Re, so Rk : lr k . As Rk is sim-
 .  .ple, it suffices to show that lr k is semisimple, that is, that lr k : S . Butl
 .  .  .  .  .  .if 0 / a g lr k then r k : r a / R, so r k s r a because r k is
 .maximal. Thus aR ( kR is simple, so Ra is simple by 2 and a g S , asl
required.
In what follows we investigate the class of semiperfect right continuous
rings with essential right socle as an interesting generalization of the right
PF-rings. The following lemma improves on Proposition 4.12.
LEMMA 4.13. Let R be a semiperfect left min-CS ring.
 .1 If S : S then Rk simple, k g R, implies kR simple.l r
 .2 If S s S the following hold:l r
 .i R is a left minannihilator ring.
 .ii R is right mininjecti¨ e.
 .iii Rk is a simple left ideal if and only if kR is a simple right ideal.
 . ess3 If S s S : R then R is a right min-PF ring.r l R
 . ess 2Proof. 1 If Rk is simple let Rk : Re, where e s e g R. Then Re
 .is indecomposable and Rk s soc Re s S e. Since R is semiperfect, e isl
 .local and J q 1 y e R is the unique maximal right ideal containing
 .  .  .  .  .1 y e R. It follows that r k : J q 1 y e R, whence lr k = l J l
 .  .Re s S e. But then Rk s S e : S e : lr k by hypothesis, so r k =r l r
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .r S e = rlr k s r k . Thus r k s r S e so r k = J q 1 y e R. It fol-r r
 .  .  .lows that r k s J q 1 y e R is maximal, proving 1 .
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 .  .2 Let Rk be a simple left ideal of R. If 0 / a g lr k then
 .  .   .  ..r k : r a so aR is simple r k is maximal by 1 . It follows that
 .  . ess  .lr k : S : S , whence lr k is a semisimple left ideal. But Rk : lr kr l
 .  .  .by the proof of Proposition 4.12, so Rk s lr k , proving i . Now ii
 .  .  .follows from Proposition 2.4 because S : S . Finally, ii implies iii by 1r l
and Theorem 1.14.
 .  .3 This follows from 2 by the definition of min-PF rings.
COROLLARY 4.14. Suppose that R is a semiperfect, min-CS ring with
S s S :ess R . Then R is a min-PF ring. The con¨erse is true if R is a basicr l R
ring.
Proof. As R is left min-CS, it is a right min-PF ring by Lemma 4.13, so
 . 2soc Re is simple for all local e s e by Theorem 3.14. As R is left
 . ess 2  .  .min-CS, soc Re : Rf for some f s f g R. Hence soc Re s soc Rf .
 . essIt follows that Re ( Rf by Theorem 3.16, and so soc Re : Re. Hence
S :ess R so, again, by Lemma 4.13, R is a left min-PF ring.l R
Conversely, let R be a basic min-PF ring; we need only show that R is
min-CS. Write 1 s e q ??? qe , where the e are basic orthogonal local1 n i
 .  .idempotents. For each i, soc Re is simple by Corollary 3.10 and essen-i
 .tial in Re . But R is basic so the soc Re are the only minimal left idealsi i
in R by Theorem 3.6. Hence R is left min-CS; similarly R is right min-CS.
LEMMA 4.15. Let R be a semiperfect, left Kasch, left min-CS ring. Then:
 . ess  .1 S : R and soc Re is simple and essential in Re for all locall R
e2 s e g R.
 .2 R is right Kasch if and only if S : S .l r
 .  43 If e , . . . , e are basic local idempotents in R then1 n
  .  .4soc Re , . . . , soc Re is a complete set of distinct representati¨ es of the1 n
simple left R-modules.
 4  .  4Proof. Given e , . . . , e as in 3 , extend it to a set e , . . . , e , . . . , e1 n 1 n m
of orthogonal local idempotents with 1 s e q ??? qe . As R is left Kasch,1 m
for each i s 1, 2, . . . , n, let Re rJe ( K : R, where K is a simple lefti i i i
ideal. Since R is a left min-CS ring, each K :ess Rf for some f 2 s f , andi i i i
 .f is local because R is semiperfect. We have soc Rf s K ( Re rJe fori i i i i
 .  .i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Clearly Rf ( Rf if and only if soc Rf ( soc Rf , if andi j i j
 4  .only if i s j. Thus Rf , . . . , Rf are pair-wise nonisomorphic with soc Rf1 n i
  .  .4simple and essential in Rf for each i. Moreover, soc Rf , . . . , soc Rf isi 1 n
a complete set of representatives of the simple left R-modules. This proves
 . 2  .3 . If e s e g R is local then Re ( Rf for some i so soc Re is simplei
m  . ess mand essential in Re. Furthermore S s [ soc Re : [ Re s R,l i iis1 is1
 .proving 1 .
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 .  . w xTo prove 2 : If S : S then R is right Kasch by 1 and 19, Lemma 3 .l r
Conversely, if R is right Kasch let K be a simple left ideal of R; we must
show that K : S . We have K :ess Re for some e2 s e g R, so it sufficesr
 .to show that S e / 0. But e is local Re is indecomposable so S e sr r
d .  .l J e ( eRreJ is nonzero because R is right Kasch.
LEMMA 4.16. Let R be a semiperfect, left continuous ring. Then:
 .  .  .1 Z R : J s Z R .R R
 .2 S : S .l r
 . ess3 R is left Kasch if and only if S : R. In this casel R
 .i R is also right Kasch.
 .  . 2ii soc eR / 0 for all local e s e g R.
 .  . 2iii soc Re is simple and essential in Re for all local e s e g R.
 .  .  . w xProof. 1 Z R : J in any semiperfect ring and J s Z R by 24 .R R
 .  .2 This follows from J s Z R .R
 . ess3 If R is left Kasch, S : R by Lemma 4.15. Conversely, ifl R
ess w xS : R then R is left Kasch by 1, Proposition 1.4 , and R is rightl R
 .Kasch by 2 and Lemma 4.15. Finally, as R is left Kasch we have 0 /
d .  .  .  .RerJe ( er J s eS : eS s soc eR by 2 .l r
THEOREM 4.17. Let R be a semiperfect, left continuous ring with
ess  4S : R. If e , . . . , e is a basic set of local idempotents in R, there existl R 1 n
 4elements t , . . . , t of R and a permutation s of 1, 2, . . . , n such that:1 n
 .  4  41 Rt , . . . , Rt and t R, . . . , t R are complete sets of distinct repre-1 n 1 n
sentati¨ es of the simple left and right R modules, respecti¨ ely.
 .  .  .2 t R : soc e R and Rt s soc Re for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i i i s i
 .3 t R ( e Rre J and Rt ( Re rJe for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i s i s i i i i
Proof. By Lemma 4.16, R is left Kasch and S : S . Hence, for anyl r
i s 1, 2, . . . , n.
d0 / Re rJe ( e r J s e S : e S s soc e R . .  .  .i i i i l i r i
Hence choose a simple right ideal T : e S . We have T e / 0 for somei i l i s i
 4s i g 1, 2, . . . , n , so let 0 / t g T e . Thus t R s T is simple and t gi i s i i i i
 .  .e Re . Moreover, Rt is also simple because l t = J q R 1 y e , a maxi-i s i i i i
mal left ideal of R. But Rt : Re so, since R is a left min-CS ring,i s i
 .Rt s soc Re . Now the maps re ¬ rt and e r ¬ t r are well definedi s i i i s i i
epimorphisms Re ª Rt and e R ª t R, respectively, so Re rJe ( Rt si i s i i i i i
 .soc Re and e Rre J ( t R. Since the e are basic, these results implys i s i s i i i
 4  4that both Rt , . . . , Rt and t R, . . . , t R are pairwise nonisomorphic,1 n 1 n
 .  .proving 1 . Moreover, soc Re ( Re rJe shows that s is a permutation,s i i i
completing the proof.
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THEOREM 4.18. Let R be a semiperfect, left continuous ring with
ess  .S : R. If R is also a right min-CS ring, then R is a right and left min-PFl R
ring.
Proof. If kR is a simple right ideal of R, then kR :ess eR for some
local idempotent e of R by hypothesis. Since R is left Kasch, 0 /
 .d  .RerJe ( er J s eS : eR. Hence kR : eS : S , so S : S . Thus S sl l l r l r
S by Lemma 4.16, and so R is a min-PF ring by Corollary 4.14.l
5. UNIVERSALLY MININJECTIVE RINGS
It is well known that every right R-module is principally injective if and
 .only if R is von Neumann regular. The analogous result for mininjectivity
is as follows:
LEMMA 5.1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a ring R:
 .1 E¨ery right R-module is mininjecti¨ e.
 .2 E¨ery principal right R-module is mininjecti¨ e.
 . 23 K / 0 for e¨ery simple right ideal K of R.
 .  .4 soc R l J s 0.R
 .  .5 R is right mininjecti¨ e and soc R is projecti¨ e as a right R-R
module.
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 and 3 m 4 These are clear.
 .  .2 « 3 If K s kR is simple, k g R, we have an R-isomorphism
 .  .  .  .g :kR ª Rrr k given by g ka s a q r k . By 2 , g is left multiplication
 .  .  .  .by c q r k for some c g R. Thus ck q r k s g k s 1 q r k , whence
kck s k. Thus 0 / e2 s e g K, where e s kc.
 .  .3 « 1 If g : K ª M is R-linear where K is a simple right ideal,R
 . 2  .then 3 gives K s eR, e s e, so g s m ? where m s g e .
 .  .  .  .3 m 5 Given 3 , 5 follows because each simple right ideal K
has the form K s eR, e2 s e. Conversely, if K is a simple right ideal, then
2  .K ( eR, where e s e because soc R is projective. Since R is rightR
mininjective, it follows that eR s cK for some c g R. Hence K ­ J and
 .3 follows.
Call a ring R right uni¨ ersally mininjecti¨ e if it satisfies the conditions in
Lemma 5.1. Clearly each ring with zero right socle hence every polyno-
.mial ring is right universally mininjective, and every semiprime ring is
both right and left universally mininjective. On the other hand, a right
universally mininjective ring R with essential right socle is semiprime by
 .4 of Lemma 5.1.
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Remark 5.1. While every right universally mininjective ring has projec-
F Ftive right socle, the converse is false: If F is a field, the ring has
0 F
both socles projective but is neither right nor left mininjective.
Remark 5.2. A direct product of rings is right universally mininjective if
and only if each factor is right universally mininjective.
If R is right universally mininjective and right Kasch, then R is semisim-
ple artinian because every simple right module is projective. If R is I-finite
we can say more.
THEOREM 5.2. If R is I-finite then R is right uni¨ ersally mininjecti¨ e if and
 .only if R ( S = Z, where S is semisimple artinian and soc Z s 0.Z
Proof. If R is right universally mininjective then Theorem 1.12 gives
 .  .R ( S = Z, where S is semisimple artinian and soc Z : J Z . But Z isZ
 .right universally mininjective by Remark 5.2, so soc Z s 0 by LemmaZ
5.1.
w xTheorem 5.2 is not new; it was proved by Gordon 12, Proposition 4.1
with a different proof.
With only minor variations, the proof of Theorem 1.6 goes through to
prove
THEOREM 5.3. Being right uni¨ ersally mininjecti¨ e is a Morita in¨ariant.
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